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Oxford University Press, USA. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 368 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.0in. x
0.7in.Though recent legislation embedded with the No Child
Left Behind Act and the Individuals with Disabilities
Improvement Act mandates the use of evidence in school-
based practice to demonstrate positive outcomes for all
students, school social workers - especially those long out of
school - often lack the conceptual tools to locate, evaluate, and
apply evidence in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of
their work. The first of its kind tailored specifically to this
audience, this SSAAA Workshop title guides school
professionals in infusing research throughout their daily
practice. It shows school service providers a pragmatic
approach to informing every major practice decision with the
appropriate research so that students receive the best possible
services. This includes how to use research to make reliable
and valid assessments, how to use research to choose the best
intervention, and how to do research to evaluate progress.
Raines goes beyond creating a catalog of interventions that
will soon be outdated and provides school social workers with
a detailed road map of the EBP process. Chapters detail the
nuts and bolts of EBP, explaining how to ask a relevant,...
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Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky-- O tis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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